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Choose	the	correct	answer:		Model	Answer	
	

1- Computers	-------------	our	life	and	make	it	easy.	
a. hide							b.	move								c.hear								d.	change	

	
2- Can	you	show	me	the	--------	to	the	stadium,	please?	
a.honeycomb						b.way						c.	beekeeper						d.	insect	
	
3- The	snake	can	-------------	if	you	go	near	it.	
a.fill									b.	dance								c.	sting										d.	taste	
	
4- Ants	are	small	------------------	but	they	are	clever.	
a. Spot						b.	insects												c.	hive								d.	honeycomb	
	
5- The	modern	mobile	is	-------------	and	easy	to	carry.	

a. Heavy						b.	spotted								c.	light								d.	strong	
	

6- Don’t	play	in	the	street.	It’s	----------------------	
a.amazing															b.	strong						c.speedy														d.	dangerous	
	
7- ------------------	never	play	with	the	fire.	
a.Adults											b.Insects							c.	Bodies								d.	Wings	
	
8- I	don’t	want	to	-----------	this	sandwich.	It	smells	bad.	
a.hear									b.	smell							c.	taste								d.	move	
	
9- I	saw	an		---------------	butterfly	yesterday.		
a. Amazing							b.	heavy						c.	dangerous							d.	strong	
	
10- The	lions	don’t	eat	the	dead	-----------------	

a. Wing							b.	way						c.	body			d.	Africa	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Reading	aloud	assessment	
(A)	
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1- Bees	dance	in	the	air	to	tell	the	other	bees	the	way	to	the	flower.	
2- People	from	different	countries	have	their	own	language.	
3- Some	bees	die	after	they	sting.	
4- People	hear	with	their	ears.	
5- It’s	amazing	to	see	the	colourful	butterflies	fly.	
6- I	like	to	taste	the	juice	first	before	putting	honey	in	it.	
7- Some	insects	don’t	have	ears	like	ants.	
8- Bees	fill	the	honeycomb	with	honey.	
9- The	spotted	cat	with	strong	legs	is	called	cheetah.	

10- The	lizards	can	change	colour	to	hide.	
	

	
	
	
(B)	
	

1- Dogs	have	a	strong	sense	of	smell.	
2- Some	animals	have	a	strong	sense	of	hearing.	
3- Some	spiders	are	very	dangerous.	
4- The	elephant	is	a	heavy	animal	but	the	ladybird	is	light.	
5- We	will	move	to	our	new	house	tomorrow.	
6- The	cheetah	is	a	speedy	runner.	
7- Running	helps	you	to	have	a	strong	body.	
8- The	giraffe	has	got	some	black	spots.	
9- .There	are	some	colourful	rocks	on	the	beach.	

10- The	wildcat	lives	in	Africa.	
	
	
	
Read the following email and answer the questions: 

 
 
 
 
Butterflies are flying insects. They are beautiful. They have 

bright and pretty colours. They come in different sizes. They have 
got four big wings and six small legs. Butterflies can't live or fly in 
cold weather. You can find butterflies anywhere in the world, except 
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for Antractica. Butterflies start their life as an egg. Then, the egg 
opens and a caterpillar comes out. The caterpillar eats more and 
more plants and grow fast. Next, the caterpillar makes a hard shell 
around its body. Finally, the caterpillar changes into a pretty butterfly.    
         
[A] Choose the correct answer from (a, b, c or d): 

1- The best title for this passage is: 
(a) Plants      (b) Eggs 
(c) Butterflies     (d) Colours 
 

2- The meaning of the word (beautiful) in line 1 is: 
(a)pretty      (b)fast 
(c)bright      (d)cold 
 

3- The opposite of the word (fast) in the sixth line is: 
(a)big      (b) slow 
(c)small      (d)hard 
 
4- Butterflies start their life as an: 
(a)shell     (b)wing 
(c)egg     (d)caterpillar 
 

[B] Answer the following questions: 
1- What comes out of the egg? 
A caterpillar comes out of the egg. 
 

2- Whydon't butterflies live in Antractica? 

They couldn’t live in cold weather.	
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Read the following passage then answer the following : 
 
Sami	likes	animals.	His	favourite	animals	are	bears.	Bears	are	large	animals.They	live	in	different	
places.	Some	bears	eat	meat	and	fish.	Other	bears	eat	plants,honey	and	nuts.	Bears	can	run	very	
fast.They	can	also	climb	tall	trees	and	swim.	Bears	live	up	to	20	years.	There	are	different	colours	
of	bears,black,white	and	brown.	Every	Friday	,Sami	goes	to	the	zoo	in	the	morning.	He	takes	
photos	for	the	bears.	Sami	feeds	the	bears	nuts,	he	spends	a	long	time	watching	his	favourite	
animals.	
	
a)Choose	the	correct	answer	from	a,b,c	and	d:	
	
1-	The	main	idea	of	the	passage	is:	
a) Bears	can	climb																											b)Sami	likes	Bears		
c)		Bears	eat	fish																									d)Sami	likes	taking	photos		
	
2-	The	underlined	word	(He)	in	the	6th	line	refers	to:	
a)Sami										b)zoo															c)tree											d)colour		
	
3-	Sami	feeds	the	bears	in	the	zoo:	
a)fish														b)meat													c)nuts											d)honey	
	
4-The	word	(large)	means:	
a)big														b)happy												c)fast													d)tall	
	
5-The	opposite	of	the	word	(	live	)	is:	
a)	sleep											b)eat															c)die														d)run			
	
	
b)	Answer	the	following	question	:	
	
1-When	does	Sami	go	to	the	zoo?	
..........He	goes		to	the	zoo	on	Friday.	
2-Which	animals	does	Sami	watch	in	the	zoo?	
..........Sami	watches	the	bears	in	the	zoo..................................	
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a)Fill in the graphic organizer,then use it to write a paragraph of 
not less than 4 sentences about ( The Cheetah )  

cheetah		-	Africa	-	spotted	-	body		-gazelles			-	rabbits			

The fastest animal 
 

........is cheetah.......... 

What looks like 
...............spotted body............ 

Where it lives 
 

..............in Africa............ 

What a cheetah hunts 
 

...........gazelles and rabbits 
........... 

 

The	Cheetah	

.													The	fastest		land	animal	is	Cheetah.	It	lives	in	Africa.	It	has	got	
a	spotted	body.	Cheetah	hunts	gazelles	and	rabbits.		
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My	favourite	subject	

																			My	favourite	subject	is	science.	I	learn	it	at	school.	I	like	to	
learn	about	animals	and	insects.		When	I	grow	up	,	I	want	to	be	a	
scientist.	

	

	

a)Fill in the graphic organizer,then use it to write a paragraph of 
not less than 4 sentences about ( My favourite subject) 

science			-	school	-	animals	-	insects			-grow	up		-	scientist			

Your favourite subject  
 

..........is science............... 

Where you learn 
 

.................at school................ 

What you want to be 
 

.........a scientist........... 

What you like to learn 
about 

 
...........animals and insects........... 
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Fill in the graphic organizer , then use it to write a paragraph 
about  

" Bees make honey" ,with the help of pictures and guide words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

flower	–	hive	-	fill	–	honeycomb	–	beekeeper	-	collects		

What	bees	do	first	

………fly	to	flowers	……	

What	bees	do	then	

…go	to	the	hive…………	

What	bees	do	next	

…fill	the	honeycomb……	

What	beekeeper	does	finally	

……collects	honey………	

Bees	make	honey	

										First,	bees	fly	from	flower	to	flower.	Then,	they	go	to	the	hive.	
Next,	they	fill	the	honeycomb	with	honey.		

Finally,	The	beekeeper	collects	honey.	
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- choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d:- 

1-	Look	,	the	bird	is	…………………………………..			

a]	fly																			b]	flies										c]	flying										d]	flew												

2-	My	friends	are	…………………	a	football	match	now	.	

a]	playing											b]	plays									c]	played												d]	play		

	3-	The	tiger	is	……………………………	at	this	moment	.	

a]	sleeps														b]	sleeping						c]	slept											d]	sleep												

4-	My	mother	is	……………………….	at	the	kitchen	now	.	

a]	cook																		b]	cooks						c]	cooked									d]	cooking		
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………	

-	choose	the	correct	answer	from	a,b,and	c:-	

1-	The	elephant	is	……………………..	than	the	horse	.	

a]	big																								b]	biggest																c]	bigger																		

2-	The	falcon	is	……………………	than	the	bird	.	

a]	faster																		b]	fast																						c]	fastest									

3-	The	desert	is	the	……………………..	place	.	

a]	hotter																		b]	hottest																				c]	hot											

4-	The	blue	car	is	the	…………………….	in	the	car	race	.	

a]		slow																			b]	slowest																				c]	slower	

	

 -choose	the	correct	answer	from	a,b,and	c:	
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1- The	whale	is	…big………….	
2- The	whale	is	……bigger….	than	the	shark	.	
3- The	whale	is	the	biggest……sea	animal	.	

a]	big																										b]	biggest										c]	bigger																		

1The	falcon	is	……fast…….	

2The	falcon	is	…faster….	than	the	bird	.	

3The	falcon	is	the	…fastest…	bird	.	

a]	faster																				b]	fast															c]	fastest																		

1The	ant	is	…small…….	

2The	ant	is	…smaller….	than	the	butterfly.	

3The	ant	is	the	…smallest…insect	.	

a]	smallest																		b]	smaller											c]	small																		

1The	elephant	is	…heavy…….	

2The	elephant	is	…heavier….	than	the	horse.	

3The	elephant	is	the	…heaviest…land	animal	.	

a]	heavy																		b]	heaviest											c]	heavier																	
	

 

 

Read	and	choose	the	correct	answer	from	the	words	between	brackets:	
	

Look	at	those	bees,	they	are	(dance-dancing-danced)	in	the	air.	They	(has-
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had-have)	their	own	language.	They	are	very	clever. 

The	cheetah	is	the	world’s	(faster–fast–fastest)	land	animal.	It	usually	
(hunts-hunted-hunt)	during	daylight.	It’s	my	favourite	animal.	

Today	I’m	going	to	(travel-travels-traveled)	to	Dubai.	My	brother	is	(study-
studying-studies)	there.	We	will	have	fun.	

The	elephant	can	live	for	about	40	years.	It	is	the	(big-bigger-biggest)	land	
animal.	It	(eat-eats-eating)	plants	and	fruits. 

I	have	a	twin	brother.	He	is		(tall-the	tallest-taller)	than	me.	We	always	
(play-playing-played)	basketball.	He	wins	every	time. 

Fish	come	in	different	sizes	.	The	goldfish	is	(smaller-smallest-small)	than	
the	shark	.	The	whale	is	the	(heavy-heavier-the	heaviest)	sea	animal. 

Ladybirds	are	beautiful	insects.	They	(coming-come-comes)	in	many	
colours.	Yesterday	I	(see-saw-sees)	a	red	one	in	the	park.	

I	have	four	brothers	and	one	sister.	I’m	(older-old-the	oldest)	than	my	
sister.	My	brother	Fahad	is	the	(youngest-younger-young). 
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insects

honeycomb

beekeeper

hive
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lizard

hide rocks

wild cat




